
These questions are based on  in . The solutions can be found by learning 
on the . Each answer starts with the question’s designated letter (i.e. the answer to

the “ ” riddle begins with an “ ”, the answer to “ ” begins with a “ ”).
Answers and sources are printed on the back.

Questions
It is  to use  to purchase

 or this for a 
This person was considered to have
done bad even though he only thought
about doing it

This emanates from  and blesses
the bringer of  that he should do
the same next year

When the  speaks about serving
other gods, it actually refers to giving
this to the 

The farmer ties this around his These people run away in every
direction

When  complained that the 
 was given to ,  knew

that  were this to 

The first set of  were said at this
place

Statement made by the farmer when he
selects which fruit will be 

Beginning of the  season

Phrase teaching that  can only
be said at a time of 

It is unsettling to be forced to rely on
this person providing food

A  would not be a good container in
which to put things that do this

These make their owners wealthy

Sickness in which a person always
thirsts for water

A  does not do this when bringing

 refers to when a person has all of
this

A person does not fully understand this
person until after forty years

Examples of the word “ ” actually
meaning “ ” are found regarding this
person

No  was written corresponding to
this person

Tell the  that you don’t have this
negative quality

The  mentioned in this week’s 
comes from these



Answers
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